MORTGAGE CHOICE SERVICE BLUEPRINT
First home loan process
Scenario: A first home buyer wants to purchase their first home and experiences
using a broker with Mortgage Choice, resulting in a successful home loan application.
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Broker prepares home loan
application
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The customer starts the
research process for their
first home loan

The customer, through
organic search or referral
contacts Mortgage Choice
head office

Customer subscribes to
email list online

Mortgage Choice contact
team receive online enquiry
or email

Mortgage Choice contact
team call customer
to verify enquiry

Broker contacts customer
and books an appointment

Online, WOM, bank branch

Phone, email, online
contact form

Online

Email

Phone call

Phone call

Customer

Customer

Customer

Mortgage Choice
website

Customer Service
Centre

Customer Service
Centre

Friends and family
referrals play an
important role in
where FHB may begin
the research process
How might we improve
SEO with first home
buyer search terms?
How do we keep
Mortgage Choice front
of mind at research
stage?
Communicating options
other than the bank
Advertising plays a
critical role here
Provide incentives for
friends and family
referrals

Nowhere for the
customer to state
reasons for contact on
online contact form
How can we start to
collecting data from the
customer here, other
than name, number and
email?
What can the customer
do right now other than
fill out a contact form?
How can they get
started on the process?
How do we make it
clear what a broker can
do and how they can
help the customer at
this stage?
First point of contact
with Mortgage Choice
Introducing a broker to
the first home buyer
In what ways could we
start to talk about the
broker sooner?
Can the customer set
an appointment online
or direct with a broker
at this point?

Customer Service
Centre

Customer

Enquiry form goes into
zen desk

Customer Service
Centre

Nowhere for the
customer to state who
they are or what stage
of the process they are
at, if at all

Email is captured in the
online form but is not
used for customer
contact

Other forms of data
capture on the website
include e-guide
download and compare
home loans to save
shortlists (coming soon)

Must contact customer
within 2-4 hours

Corporate prospect or
assigned to a broker
What is the call to
action?

Do we inform the
customer that someone
will contact them?
What can they do in the
meantime?
User details get
captured in database

How do we understand
where the customer is
at at the point of the
journey?

Lead is created in
Discovery and put into
Dynamics to become a
contact with an
opportunity
Head office can put
customer on hold,
qualify and transfer to
broker directly, or get
customer details and
get the broker to call
back
Once a lead goes to
broker, head office
deletes the contact and
it is taken off the
marketing list

First point of contact
with Mortgage Choice

Customer is autosubscribed to mailing
list when they become a
lead (It goes from CSC
to broker (Discovery to
Dynamics)

Survey to understand
more about the
customer

Contact centre use a
script to talk to new
customers

Can customer submit
time and day they
would like to be
contacted on the online
form?

What do we know
about our customers
already?
Must contact customer
within 2-4 hours
First human contact
with customer should
build trust

Customer
Mortgage Choice broker
Dynamics
Fact Find is filled in over
the phone if time
Broker takes down as
much information over
the phone
Once an appointment is
made, they are
considered a “customer”
for communication
purposes
What do we know
about our customers
already?
How could we build
more trust here?
First rapport building
opportunity
Booking an
appointment is crucial
Broker frustration from
Discovery / Dynamic
integration
What role can mobile
play here?
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Broker confirms
appointment with customer
through a welcome email
Email

Customer

Step Definition

Touchpoint: The what/where of the step’s interaction, including an image if appropriate/possible.
Touchpoint should be 1 line

Actor: The customer and/or support actors of the step. (Note: customer present indicates step visibility)
System: What makes this step “go”. Technology, hardware, processes.
Observation: Statements that are important to note and add detail to the overall step.
Data: Data that helps illuminate the step’s context or importance.

Actor

Critical Moment: Critical moments that are the sources of pain and experience breakdown.
Idea: Ah-ha realizations on things to improve or x for broader impact.

System
Observation
Data Callout
Policy
Our questions
Critical Moment
Idea

Broker prepares home
loan application and sends
to lender

Discovery, email

Office or home
appointment

Discovery

Email or face to face

Apply Online

Customer

Customer

Prime - Welcome email

Some brokers don’t
send out welcome email
as it can’t be edited and
it doesn’t acknowledge
if customer has already
spoken to a broker prior
Prime for task
management and
comms is being faded
out
Brokers use the Fact
Find in different ways.
Some use it as a gauge
to see how interested
the customer is as a
pre-qualification tool.
Fact find is the first
building block leading to
end to end application
online (stage 2)

Is the email a calendar
invite? There’s an option
in Dynamics for the
broker to send this out.
TBC if this is sent out to
customer.
Have to ensure
customer receives and
responds to email invite

Policy: Rules or policies that dictate why something is a certain way.
Questions: Our questions about a step that need to be noted and followed up on.

Broker makes loan
recommendations and a
decision is made

What role can mobile
play here?
Add to calendar
functionality
MC to define best
practice and educate
brokers on how to use a
Fact Find
When appointment is
set can customer
automatically receive a
list of documents to
bring to meeting?

Loan qualifier software
- Discovery
Length of time it takes
customers to respond
once they’re asked for
information is a pain
point here
Lending Center Toolkit.
Research lenders and
policies for customers,
calculators, broker
portals
How could we get
customers to fill out a
fact find in full?
What can customers do
in the meantime?
How can the
information gathering
process be easier?
Fact find to be
completed before
appointment
Can customer start the
process online or on
mobile?
Online portal for
document uploads
Can customer receive
SMS link to 1 minute
fact find?
Brokers need one
system to input all
information (Discovery,
QA, Lenders
application)

Mortgage Choice broker

Customer

Mortgage Choice broker

Apply Online

Broker maintains
relationship with customer

Face to face

Call or email customer

Newsletters, emails, phone
calls, physical letters

Customer

Specific to different
lenders - depends on
access to property

Solicitors (sometimes)

Apply online - Broker
can see updates and the
lender checks and
measures through Apply
Online.

How do we help the
customer feel engaged
here?

Preliminary assessment
from Q&A – qualify and
analyse

The broker emails the
customer with couple of
options and makes a
phone call. If customer
agrees they can do the
Q&A in order to
generate the
preliminary assessment.
It goes back and
forwards to get all
documents required for
submission.

Q&A Preliminary
assessment

Once customer agrees
to loan product and a
lender Q&A generates a
PDF document that
customer needs to sign

Processor puts
information into system
and submits to bank

Customer has to make
a critical decision

Apply Online

Lenders assessment
from apply online –
online application portal
for the banks
Once application is
launched, broker logs
task in Discovery for
processor

Prime to track the loan
application
Prime gives tasks that
are triggered and is
useful from submission
of application to
settlement
Apply Online: some
lenders let you upload
customers documents.
Q&A doesn’t hurt your
credit check. The broker
gives the customer a
good insight into
whether they are going
to get it or not. The
expertise helps not hurt
your credit rating.
Preliminary Assessment
signed at the same day
or prior to submitting to
Apply Online. Before
they can submit to
lender on apply online
they must have a signed
application form and
supporting
documentation
A broker cannot file for
multiple applications
with two lenders at
once
Lender’s policies
How might clients track
their application
progress online or
through mobile?

This can be the most
frustrating part of the
process
If a customer needs to
settle within 2 weeks it
potentially changes
which bank a broker will
put them with
Brokers who work with
certain lenders have
priority standing with
those as opposed to
others
Some lenders have high
number of applications
to process

Without a broker, the
customer would have to
do everything
themselves. There’s so
much complexity to a
loan, a lot of people
think its just about best
rate, but there’s a lot
more. Mortgage Choice
should push the value
proposition of a broker
comes in - it’s not easy
to talk to a bank and
understand it all.

Prime / Dynamics to
trigger communications
to customer
‘congratulations loan is
approved’
Update approval dates
and settlement dates in
Discovery
Customer signs letter of
offer (unconditional
approval)
Approval and
settlement dates are
different
Documentation goes
back to lender for
certification, then ready
for settlement to be
booked in which is to be
done with solicitor or
banks

How do we help the
customer feel at ease
here?

The last potential face
to face meeting with a
customer

Lender’s decision and
processing time out of
control of broker

Opportunity to upsell
other products,
particularly financial
planning

Currently looking into
trigger base email
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Lawyers
Solicitor
Mortgage Choice broker

Lender’s policies

A value proposition
from Mortgage Choice
here lies in being able to
manage customer
expectations around
how long this process is
going to take. The
benefit to using a broker
is that they are up to
date with what’s
happening with each
lender.
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Customer

For some lenders,
customers have to go
into their branch, others
have to see their
solicitor and get legal
advice for what they’re
signing for

Regulatory changes
with lenders are
constant

Contact after loan is
approved

Property settlement

Using Prime/Tasks, the
broker can send
updates to client
(approval)

Typical loan interview is
one hour and can occur
over a couple of
meetings

Different lenders
scenarios are generated

Broker orders valuation on
property and receives a
valuation report

Mortgage Choice broker

Lender

First mention of other
products
- Financial planning
- General insurances

Lender receives electronic application
and supporting documents broker
has sent through and undertakes
checks and measures

Post settlement

14
Loan approved by lender and
customer signs documents,
including letter of offer

Lender

Discovery

Online portal for
customers to track
progress and start
looking at loan
recommendations
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Property
Settlement

Confirmation settlement has
taken place

Processor

Q&A Preliminary
assessment

First meeting face to
face is generally the
first opportunity to
build trust
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Loan is approved by lender

Desktop valuation
(Lenders’s portal)

Loan qualifier software
-Discovery

Finding the best deal for
the customer

Broker orders valuation on
property

Approval

Mortgage Choice broker

Mortgage Choice broker

Required to mention
other products and
services

Valuation

Mortgage Choice broker

Processor

How is the customer
keeping engaged
throughout this
process?

Lender verifies application
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Broker researches
customer’s needs and finds
the best deals

Fact find goes into prequalifying lenders
application - Apply
Online

Two emails are sent out;
a welcome email and an
invitation for the
customer to complete a
Fact Find form through
Dynamics (customers
has to create a login in
to customer portal in
Dynamics. (Coming to
Fact Find Stage 2)
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Loan interview with
Mortgage Broker

Mortgage Choice broker

Invitation templates
through Dynamics (no
attachments), a second
option is Prime, a third
option is a pre-defined
response through
Google
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Broker gathers client
information to prepare for
interview

Mortgage Choice broker

The customer is autosubscribe into the
broker’s marketing
database. The broker
can contact a client for
two years after a deal.
Step Definition: A plain-words descriptor of what happens in the step.
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Mortgage Choice broker

How do we know if a
customer has spoken to
a broker before the
welcome email is sent
out?

KEY
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Verification

Customer
Mortgage Choice broker
Discovery for updates
Prime / Dynamics
Approval and
settlement dates are
different
Broker sends a gift to
customer
If a broker doesn’t
update Discovery with
settlement date, they
don’t get paid
commission
Exciting moment for the
customer and broker

Customer Service
Centre
Dynamics / Discovery
Prime for five weeks
post settlement task to
contact customer
through phone call or
email
After 3 weeks CSC
contacts customer
Brokers can opt into MC
connect or have another
marketing plan in place
Post appears to comes
from the broker but it
comes from head office.
Mortgage choice head
office manage this.
Reviews are sent out
and written manually as
opposed to online
If a client becomes
financial planning client
as well there is no way
to see across the
services of a client
If a customer becomes
a financial planning
customer different
systems are used to
track customers - Coin
for FP and Dynamics for
brokers
Customer with loans
get different
messaging. (Broker opt
in to use the corporate
communication)
Each franchisee has
their own contact policy
Testimonials, reviews
and referrals are critical
here
Opportunity to keep
track of customer to
upsell services in the
future
Communications plan

How do we keep
customers updated
through this process?

Ability to submit
testimonials online

Application submitted

Nurture program
triggered automatically.

App or online portal to
track milestones and
application changes

